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Confinement of runaway electrons on 
stochastic fields

• Some strategies for the prevention of large runaway current during ITER 
disruptions rely on poor runaway confinement due to magnetic fluctuations 
associated with the disruption or the mitigation method

• Numerical model assuming a diffusion coefficient proportional to δBr /B has found 
runaway build-up is suppressed for δBr/B ~0.1% *

• Alcator C-Mod has recently performed experiments using the Lower Hybrid 
system to produce a seed population of suprathermal electrons before a disruption 
mitigation experiment

• C-Mod finds that many suprathermal electrons are converted to runaways prior 
to the thermal quench, but no runaways survive into the current quench– all are 
lost!

• Goal is to use previous C-Mod gas jet simulations to determine suprathermal 
and runaway electron confinement on the NIMROD magnetic fields 

* Harvey, et. al, Phys. Plasmas, 7 4590 (2000).



Electron tracing is done with and 
extension of NIMFL 

1) Assume (initially) that suprathermal/runaway electrons 
follow the field lines perfectly

2) Initialize suprathermal electrons with given positions 
and velocities

3) Run nimfl to track electron trajectories, but advance 
electron velocity and time using F=eE-mvμee

4) Stop nimfl at a particular time (rather than length or # 
of crossings)– specifically the time interval until the 
next dump file

5) Write out positions and velocities and use as starting 
positions for the next dump file 



Finding the velocities and times 
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The coding in nimfl

• Most of the modification appear in int_segment.f
• Velocity, acceleration, time are added to the fldat 

array that stores other field line data (also 
density is needed for drag term)

• start_positions.dat file is modified to include 
velocity, and changes to read this in are made in 
start_positions.f

• A file with identical format the start_positions.dat 
called end_positions.dat is written at the end

• New input: delta_t- determines the stop time



Some initial results

t=1.47 mst=0.8 ms t=1.62 ms



A movie
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Planned Upgrades

1) Include synchrotron radiation drag
2) Automate the process over many dump 

files
3) Find some way to include FLR effects that 

doesn’t require starting from scratch 
(maybe displace the electrons by a certain 
amount once they travel a certain 
distance)
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